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Gatso RS GS11 

System advantages:
• Measuring of approaching and/or receding traffic

• The combination of 11 mega pixels and full 12 bit dynamic range 

delivers superb image quality and clear contextual detail

• A single camera solution for enforcement of up to four lanes of traffic

• Colour Graphical User Interface

• A range of easily exchangeable lenses

• Data bar may be configured for different languages and fonts

• ANPR capability (optional)

• Fast retracing of offences

• One file can contain up to three images for one violation 

• Offence images encrypted to international standards to avoid 

tampering

• Built-in digital control unit, so no need for ground based unit

• Use in different applications (Fixed Installation Post, in a vehicle, on 

tripod)

• Minimizes the time between the violation registration and sending 

out the ticket.

Results

The offence data (including speed, date, time, direction, etc.) is superimposed 

in the image, digitally signed and encrypted in real time to ensure it is 

tamperproof. The violation data, displayed on a data bar on each image, are:

•  Violation number + image (pair) number

•  Date (dd;mm;yyyy) Other options also possible

•  24-hours time clock

•  Offender’s speed in km/h or mph

•  Threshold speed

•  Traffic direction

•  Camera location 

•  Measured interval time

•  Serial number of GS11

•  Type approval number (optional)

The captured images, simultaneously combining both the offending 

vehicle and the real time offence data, are compressed and encrypted to 

international standards. 



Gatso RS GS11

Gatsometer has invested substantially in research and development to 

launch the next generation of digital cameras and traffic enforcement 

systems.

The RS GS11 is the latest highly reliable addition to the quality solutions 

of the Gatsometer digital speed enforcement.

System operation 

The two primary components of the RS GS11 are the detection and the 

imaging. 

Detection

Our advanced radar technology uses a slotted wave antenna operating on 

a worldwide-approved frequency of 24GHz. The radar beam is offset 20° 

from the vehicle parallel, capturing a complete vehicle in its vertical beam, 

making it completely flexible for installation possibilities. As a vehicle enters 

the radar beam, the central processing unit calculates the speed and if the 

vehicle is travelling over a pre-set speed, the camera takes a digital image of 

the vehicle.

The RS GS11 measures approaching and/or receding traffic, passenger cars 

and/or trucks. Of each offence up to two images can be captured with a  

adjustable time or distance interval. 

In countries throughout the world, approval institutes have certified all 

Gatso Radar systems for use in traffic enforcement.

Radar detection guaranties:

•  Truly accurate speed detection over the widest range of vehicle types

•  Flexible measuring applications; receding, approaching or traffic in both 

directions.

Camera

Designed exclusively for traffic applications, Gatsometer’s state of the art 

11 Mega Pixel GS11 camera delivers the highest level of evidential security. 

The GS11 provides an innovative single camera solution for a range of 

traffic enforcement applications due to its built-in digital control unit. It 

is designed to capture high quality images with superior resolution, in 

varying environmental and lighting conditions. In fact, with its 11 million-pixel 

resolution, it provides the highest image resolution and widest horizontal 

view. The clarity 

of the images is 

unsurpassed. 

The GS11 has a 

colour depth of 

12 bits per pixel 

providing over 68 

billion colours; the 

high resolution 

of the camera 

provides high 

quality images 

for accurate 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) or driver identification in all 

weather or ambient light conditions. Each GS11 has fully automatic lens 

control and a full spectrum of lenses is available.

The GS11 camera delivers:

•  Application oriented design for traffic enforcement in a single camera 

solution,

•  Exceptional capability to capture complex situations (like 4 lanes) in 

superb image quality, 

•  Outstanding ‘dynamic range’ that provides pin-point sharp digital pictures 

of every offence in all ambient conditions.

Graphical User Interface

Gatso’s RS GS11 is equipped with a Graphical User Interface (GUI), with easy 

to use menus and clear displays. The GUI enables users to remotely control 

and configure the system and monitor system status. 

Within the comprehensive and secure data bar, Gatso supports the widest 

choice of character types from Western lettering, through to Arabic, 

Chinese, Indian, Thai, Cyrillic and many more.

The Gatso GUI delivers

•  Striking use of colour to make it a phenomenally easy to use interface

•  A choice of handheld or built in.

Processing

All violation images and data are electronically stored in the Gatsometer’s 

Secure Digital Image (SDI) encrypted file format at the moment of capture. 

The SDI’s can be viewed or downloaded via suitable fixed or wireless means 

of communications media for further processing. 

The camera’s sophisticated software analyses each 12-bit image and saves 

the data ensuring:

•  the full dynamic range of the camera is always used

•  use of extra gain is unnecessary, therefore avoids image noise retaining 

excellent image quality


